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NEW STRUCTURE
of the
MUSCLES AND HEART
To Thomas Bartholinin Copenhagen
of the APOLOGIA
sentto Niels Kragthe Prologue
to be presented to you. I hope this was taken
careof properly.I receivedsome copies of the debates published again by the famous Sylviusand
of other publicationson fevers, to be offered to
friends. Among these friends there is none who
deserves more my venerationthan you, illustrious Sir. I trusted the documents to a friendwho
goes to Copenhagen these days to deliver them
to you. For the rest, I am busy with a thorough
examinationof the heart and muscles, hoping, if
the events leave me enough time for this work,
to complete soon the structure of both with
figures. Whether that which I observed in the
muscles was noted by others, your boundless
readingwill teach me. I will not mention the vessels which did not yet display much and this of
small importance.However,as far as their fibers
areconcerned, I cannot admireenough their delicate structure.Who studies any single fiber will
see that in the middle partit is fleshy and at both
extremities it is tendinous, a fact which is well
known. But the composition of all the junctions
appearedto me to be ratherrare.Thus, the fleshy
portion does not extend in a straight line from
one extremity of the muscle to the other,
? 61
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but it traversesthe muscle between the broadexpansionsin such a way that the single fleshy parts
runparallel.When makinga section fromone extremity of the muscle to the other along the directionof the fibers,this structureis clearlyseen.

A B The tendon extendingover one surfaceof
the muscle.
C D The other tendon extendingover the opposite surface.
E E The fleshy part of the fibers between the
two [tendon] extensions
Otherwise the structureof a whole and simple
muscle is as shown here.

G H One tendon extension.
I K The opposite tendon extension.
L L The flesh belly.

>
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There are also compound muscles, and not
only of one kind. The ones which seem most elegant to me are those in which the fibers are disposed in the followingmanner.

P. One of the tendons which is split into two
expansions, the upper one extends towards Q,
the lower one extends towardR.
M. The other tendon which distributes its
fibers throughthe middle of the belly.
From N to O and fartherbetween the middle
and the two opposite external expansions the
parts of the fleshy fibers are parallel.
The membranepeculiarto every muscle must
not be overlooked.The transverseorientationof
its fibers and their distribution between the
fleshy fibers seem to contributenot a little in the
explanationof the movement. But aboutthis and
about the particularstructureof some muscles
more notice-worthy,more will be said later. For
I wished to point out these matters to you incidently so that, if you observe something about
them either by dissecting or by reading,it would
be possible to the one delighted by your information on one hand to save work and costs and
on the other hand,
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to orientatethe explanationof the descriptionaccording to your precepts.
As far as the substance of the heart is concerned, I will, so I believe, makeit obviouslydemonstratedthat nothingis foundin the heartwhich
is not found in a muscle and nothing is absent in
the heart which is found in a muscle, if you consider what makes the essence of a muscle. This
will appear obvious for the auricles as well.
Hence it is obvious that there are no straightor
circularor, as describedby Vesalius,obliquefibers
in the heart. All are of the same kind. They are
simple such as those which arefoundin any other
muscle. In the heart, however,they are different
from some of the others only in that they do not
run straightbut, where they go down obliquely
from the base towardsthe apex, they returnupwards.I will demonstrateat autopsy,I hope, both
extremities of all the fibers, together with the
function of the eminences or muscles, the origin
of the valvules,their numberand movement, and
much of what concerns the vessels. Youropponents who reckon that the figures published in
your Anat. Reformat.(edition of Leiden, 165 1) on

p. 245, showingus the systole and diastole of the
heart are at the very opposite of obvious reasoning, will see from this that they have claimed a
triumphbefore victory

<67 ?
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since the action resulting from the structureof
the fibers is described there most obviously.But
the less accurateopinion on the parenchymaof
the heartaccordingto which people believed that
the heart behaves like a bladder,thus that it dilates when it shortens and swells, and that it becomes narrowerwhen it lengthens and collapses,
misled them. The structureitself of the fibers
proveswhat you demonstratethere with ligature,
dissection and touching, and thus can explain
almost everything which you present there on
p. 249 about the shape of the heart during its

movements. However,it will also be obviousthat
the conus is not the densest, but its apex, where
the fibersreturnupwards,in the heartof an oxen,
is thinnerthan the tip of a needle. It was not yet
possible to see whether the septum affordsa passage. Followingthe small cavities, I found them
closed. The fact that also the externalwalls have
their small cavities not smallerthan the others as
also that countless passage of fibers throughthe
septum, seems to argue againstit.
As you see, this is hardly sufficient for somebody who is quickening his writing as there is
your letter to me to which I must answer,even
if it is little, before I leave the table.
I had believed that the movement of the vena
cava correspondingto inspirationwas discovered
by Mr van der Lahr, but afterthat I learned that
this discoverywas due to three gentlemen,
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van derLahr,andBecker,who attended
Padbrugge,
together the dissection organized at that time.
For what concerns the compression of the depressed adjacent parts during inspiration, this
idea cannot find anyplace here since, in the neck
and in the abdomen,the vein freed of the vicinity
of all the otherwise incumbentparts is nevertheless evacuatedso that its sides touch each other.
Nor does the objection which you advance
against compression appear to be compelling,
since it is not required for the air to spread
throughthe membranesof the vein in the thorax.
It is only requiredfor the blood present in veins
outside the thoraxto enter the dilatedvein inside
the thorax.The followingfacts actuallyseem almost to compel me to favorcompression.I think
it is beyond any controversythat when airis acted
upon by force from something which pushes it,
it is either condensed by this compressingobject
in the place where it is, or it is propelled to another place. Mechanics, however,teaches that a
great force is necessary to condense it and experience shows that condensationnever occurs unless all the ambient bodies are strong enough to
resist the compressed air.If even a small part of
the surroundingsis unable to resist, airpropelled
by a pushing cause finds there a cleft through
which it escapes. Thus if, while the ribs moving
awayfrom each other
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and the diaphragmmoving downwardsexert a
force on air, these parts contained in the thorax
yield to air by as much as the external surface
compresses air,I shouldjudge necessary that air
does not condense but that it pushes where it
finds a smaller resistance. Those parts which
yield are those which are dilated by the distension of the thoraxsuch as the lungs and the trunk
of the vena cavapresent inside the thorax.Thus
airfills the distractedlungs or ratherair displaces
the parts which do not resist. The blood which
is outside the thorax, to distend the yielding
membrane of the vena cava inside the thorax is
thus propelledto the place which does not resist
it. If my reasoning misled me here and led me
awayfromthe truth, I shouldwish to be returned
to the right path by your explanations.
I am amazed that Mr Hobokensent you his letter to defend Blaes. He would certainlyhave deliberatedwith himself and with his Blaesif he had
been opposed to the printing. As actuallyBlaes
andhimselfdemonstrate,those who havethe least
experience are the most presumptuous.I do not
think that as manymistakescan be foundin many
big volumes as Blaescommittedin the defence of
what he found himself, errorswhich Hobokenendorsedby his approval.I pity Blaeswho could not
refrainfromtalkingand then fromwriting.By his
writingshe publicly displayed
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a character which does not fit a respectable
gentleman.
As faras horses and mice are concerned, it was
not possible to open the skulls of the formernor
uteri of the latter.
Thank you very much for the promised Diatribe.The famousBorchgreets you. Deusing,as of
old, threatens the famous Sylvius of the worst
things. But this most moderategentlemansmiles
contemptuouslyat these fulminations.I cannot
add more. Fare well and love
Leiden, 30 April 1663

your disciple
N.S.

The following letter, dated 25 July, 1663, is
Thomas Bartholin'sreply (EI4).
(no. 71)
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